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Motion GuidanceTM products are a visual feedback system intended to be used as an adjunct to exercise or movement as deemed appropriate by the user, a physical therapist, or other health care professional. 
Use Motion GuidanceTMproducts with care at your own risk. Please consult your physical therapist or health care professional before using Motion GuidanceTM products. The user and her or his health care 
provider must decide whether using Motion GuidanceTM products is appropriate. By using Motion GuidanceTM products, the user covenants and agrees that Motion Guidance LLC (or its agents) shall not be 
responsible or liable for any harm the user incurs when using Motion GuidanceTM products. 
Do not allow the laser beam of Motion GuidanceTM products to make contact with your (or any other person or animal’s) eyes. The information presented in Motion GuidanceTM materials or on the Motion 
GuidanceTM website, and any hyperlinks to third party websites, are for informational purposes only.

MOTION GUIDANCE: ANKLE HOME EXERCISE

Client Name: _____________________ Date: __________

Place the small strap around the mid-foot, with the laser mounted on the top or side of the foot. Exercises can be performed 

Exercise 1:  “Around The Clock”

Instruction:  Seated with your foot in the air a few inches off the ground, adjust the laser beam and foot position so your foot 
is in “neutral” and the beam is in center of the target. Using your ankle motion, go around the clock hitting all numbers, and 
then reverse. If you have a partner present, have them call out random numbers to test your reaction time. Each time you hit 

app! PRACTICE FOR 2 MIN

Exercise 2:  “Locate the Target”

Instruction:  Seated with your foot in the air a few inches off the ground, adjust the laser beam and foot position so your foot 

can increase your speed as you are able, and remember to try to stop directly on the target! PRACTICE FOR 2 MIN

Instruction:  Seated with your foot in the air a few inches off the ground, adjust the laser beam and foot position so your foot 

FOR 2 MIN

Instruction:  Seated with your foot in the air a few inches off the ground, adjust the laser beam and foot position so your foot 

circles with your eyes closed, and opening your eyes to check your accuracy. This drill works on teaching you to use your 
kinesthetic awareness to determine where your ankle is in space.  For example, lets start at the top circle. Start with the laser 
centered, and go to the top circle and back 5 times eyes open. Next, with the laser in center, close your eyes, and try to move 
your ankle to where you think the top circle is. Open your eyes and check how accurate you are. Repeat this 5 times, then 
move to the next circle. For each circle, perform 5 test runs with the eyes open, then move on to closing your eyes.  
PRACTICE ON EACH OF THE EIGHT CIRCLES.


